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Is spatial resolution really crucial?



Prominent sources since 2014 have focused their attention on the phenomenon of oil smuggling in ISIS controlled areas.
This form of financing has allowed the terrorist organization to accumulate significant financial resources that have 
allowed the purchase of weapons and ammunition in significant quantities.

From December 2015, coalition forces have launched an air offensive to regain ISIS controlled areas that have fueled oil 
smuggling.

Case Study: Smuggling Activities in 
Omar Oilfield, Syria

Study conducted together with the RIS section of the Italian JIC (Joint Intelligence Center) and presented at the ESRI IT 2017 UC - Defense event
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Omar Oilfield, Syria





Sentinel1 data from June 5th, 2015 to December 14th, 2016



During the conflict affecting the Yemen area, the 'U.S. Energy Information Administration '' 
has carried out a study on the importance of free shipping of all seafarers that characterize 
the main naval communication routes, with particular regard to the Bab El Mandeb Strait, 
which ensures the passage of about 3.8 million barrels Oil per day.

Case Study: Mayyun Island (Yemen)

Study conducted together with the RIS section of the Italian JIC (Joint Intelligence Center) and presented at the ESRI IT 2017 UC - Defense event



Mayyun Island, Sentinel-2



Mayyun Island, Sentinel-1



Il lato oscuro del petrolio
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Il lato oscuro del petrolio



CCD over the battle of Raqqa (Syria)



















Turkish military operation in Afrin (2017 – 2018)



Wide Area (no) Coherent Changes Detection



Paks nuclear plant (Hungary)
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GPS Jamming



L-band SAR vs. GPS



Drone attacks
On 6 January 2018, Russian forces thwarted a drone (UAV) swarm attack on the base, the first of this kind in the history 
of warfare.[27] Statements from Russia's MoD on 8 and 10 January confirmed earlier reports about the incident, saying 
that the attempted attack that involved 13 armed, fixed-wing drones which were used to attack both the Hmeimim base 
and the Tartus naval facility on 5—6 January was repulsed by the Russian forces' radio-electronic warfare technologies; it 
also refuted earlier reports that a greater number of UAVs were involved in the attack and alleged that the drones could 
have been obtained only from a country that possessed "high-tech capabilities for providing satellite navigation and 
remote control."[37][38][39][40]

On April 24, the airbase is targeted by another wave of drones in a swarm attack. Russian forces claimed they had 
intercepted and destroyed several "small-size unidentified airborne targets" while they approached the base.[41]

On June 30, Russian air defenses repelled another drone attack on the base, shooting down multiple unidentified 
unmanned aerial vehicles. [42] During July and August 2018, the airbase was targeted by multiple drone attacks, all were 
repelled.[43][44]

Bassel Al-Assad International Airport –
Khmeimim Air Base

[Wikipedia]



Looking for L-band interferences: 
29 December 2016



Looking for L-band interferences: 
28 October 2017



Looking for L-band interferences: 
28 October 2017



Looking for L-band interferences: 
6 January 2018



Looking for L-band interferences: 
26 March 2018



Apparent origin of interferences



Thanks a lot for your attention!


